
Amazing Day ~ Big Wishes & Petal Palette 
by Phyllis Shepherd, Independent Stampin’ UP!® demonstrator 

 

   
 

papers  
Coastal Cabana Cardstock - #131297 
Poppy Parade Cardstock - #119793 
Very Vanilla Cardstock - #101650 
 
accessories/adhesives/stamp pads 
Snail Adhesive - #104332 
Stampin’ Dimensionals - #104430 
Memento Ink - #132708 
Granny Apple Green Ink Pad - #147095 
Poppy Parade Ink Pad - #147050 
Blender Pens - #102845 
Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine - #143263 
Magnetic Platform - #130658 
Delicate Lace Edgelits - #147053 
Petals & More Thinlits - #145655 
Glitter Enamel Dots - #146934 
Paper-Piercing Tool - #126189 
Paper Snips - #103579 
 
stamp sets 
Big Wishes - #146422 (wood); #144256 (clear) 
Petal Palette - #145785 (wood); #145788 (clear) 
 
Directions  

• Card base: Coastal Cabana Cardstock – 5 ½” x 8 ½”, scored at 4 ¼”  
 

• Very Vanilla Cardstock – 3 ¾” x 5” - use the Big Shot to make a ‘sandwich’ in this order for the Big Shot 
Cutting Machine: Magnetic Platform, a standard cutting pad, the cardstock and the Delicate Lace 
Edgelits and the other standard cutting pad. Run this ‘sandwich’ through the machine. On this piece 



stamp several of the smaller flower stems around the edges in Memento Ink. Using Granny Apple Green 
Ink stamp some of the stems of leaves. Color in the flowers and the leaves using the Blender Pens and 
dipping the ends in the colored ink pads. Stamp the saying down towards the zig-zag edge using 
Memento Ink. 

 

• Very Vanilla Cardstock scrap big enough to stamp the flower arrangement in Memento Ink. Color in the 
flowers and the leaves using the Blender Pens and dipping the ends in the colored ink pads. Use the Big 
Shot to make a ‘sandwich’ in this order for the Big Shot Cutting Machine: Magnetic Platform, a standard 
cutting pad, the stamped and colored cardstock and the coordinating die from the Petals & More 
Thinlits and the other standard cutting pad. Run this ‘sandwich’ through the machine. Place Stampin’ 
Dimensionals on the back. 

 

• Poppy Parade Cardstock – 4” x 5 ¼” 
 

• Adhere the two front mats together and adhere the mat to the card base. 
 

 
 

• Adhere the cut-out flower arrangement to the middle of the card front. 
 

• Place several of the Glitter Enamel Dots on the front. 
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